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2our units h = 1. [Note that the same Hamiltonian could
also represent interacting nuclear or electronic spins in a
solid.]
We calculated the reduced density matrix (t) of the
















































are the energies and eigenvectors of the iso-
lated environment, and kT is the temperature in units of




Ag indicates a trace of the op-
erator
^
A over the environmental degrees of freedom. The
states j 
m










under Hamiltonian (1). The basis of eigenstates of the 
z
operators was used to represent all states. The states j0i
and j1i represent down and up z-components of the spin,
respectively. Thus, the subsystem state j1i in Eq. (3)
means that the impurity is initially in its excited state.
Equations (2) and (3) represent an impurity in a ther-
mal solid which is excited by a fast laser pulse just prior
to time t = 0 (i.e., a sudden approximation) which then
evolves while interacting with phonons in the solid.
The calculations reported here are for n
s
= 12 bath
spins. The ARPACK linear algebra software [16] was
used to calculate the lowest n
eig
= 20 energies and
eigenvectors of the isolated environment. A tempera-
ture of kT = :02 was chosen such that no states with
energy quantum number m higher than n
eig
would be
populated at equilibrium. The numerical solution of
the Schrodinger ordinary dierential equation for j 
m
(t)i
was calculated using an eighth order Runge-Kutta rou-
tine [17]. Operations of the Hamiltonian (1) on the
wavevector were calculated via repeated application of
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j i = hj
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for all sets of j
l













= 0 if j
i
= 1. Thus, an operation of 
(i)
x
simply rearranges the components of j i. States of the
















and since integers are represented
























be calculated very simply using Fortran binary-operation








Figure 1: Subsystem entropy S versus time t plotted for dif-
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In Fig. 1 we show the calculated subsystem entropy
S(t) =  Tr
s

























values of the intra-environmental coupling . For  = 0
(solid curve) the entropy rapidly approaches its maxi-
mum value of ln(2) ' 0:693147 : : : which corresponds to













As  increases through 1 (long dashed curve), 2 (short
dashed curve), 4 (dotted curve), and 8 (dot-dashed
curve), the entropy approaches a smaller asymptotic
value. This strongly suggests that increased intra-
environmental coupling suppresses decoherence.
































calculated for Hamiltonian (1) with those of the impurity
evolving in isolation (i.e., 
0
= 0). In Fig. 2 we show the
time evolution of the central spin in the absence of inter-
action with the bath, i.e., for 
0
= 0 (solid line) and the
evolution of the same spin for 
0
= 1 and  = 0 (dashed
line), i.e., when the central spin is coupled to a bath of
non-interacting spins. As can be seen from Fig. 2(c), the
system undergoes rapid decoherence when the interac-
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(c) Z(t)
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(c) Z(t)
Figure 3: x, y, and z component of the spin versus t for  = 8
4the behaviour of X(t), Y (t), and Z(t) for 
0
= 0 (solid
line, isolated spin) and for 
0
= 1 and  = 8 (dashed
line, central spin coupled to a bath of strongly interact-
ing modes). Here the agreement between the coupled
and isolated dynamics is much better than in the previ-
ous case; in fact, the only signicant discrepancy appears
in the behaviour of Z(t), whereas the plots of X(t) and
Y (t) for 
0
= 0 and 
0
= 1 are almost indistinguishable.
Thus, at least in this simple model, increasing anhar-
monic intra-environmental coupling incrementally sup-
presses decoherence. There is a relatively simple explana-
































































































. When   
, the last term
in (5) dominates the bath Hamiltonian. This entails that
the bath eigenstates are nearly eigenvectors of 
x
; specif-
ically, the bath eigenstates with lowest energy correspond
to the lowest eigenvalues of 
x
. Since the initial condi-
tions (3) are low-energy bath eigenstates, the evolving
dynamical states j 
m
(t)i remain close to eigenstates of

x
with small eigenvalues; as a consequence the central
spin becomes nearly decoupled from the environment and

















is a (typically small) eigenvalue of 
x
.
Our study strongly suggests that intra-environmental
coupling has as important an eect on decoherence as
temperature or subsystem-environmental coupling. En-
vironments of N (coupled oscillator) phonons should
have similar decoherence properties. Since the Wigner
functions of the energy eigenstates of strongly coupled
systems are nearly uniform over the classical energy sur-
face [3], energy is distributed equally among all modes.
Thus displacements from equilibrium of any phonon
mode must be small at low temperature, especially in the
thermodynamic limit. Since the coupling of an impurity
to a phonon is through its displacement coordinate, this
coupling will also be small. By contrast, energy distribu-
tion in uncoupled oscillator systems is non-uniform and
may be localized in a small number of modes [4]. Hence
vibronic coupling to these modes will be strong as will
decoherence.
We have obtained similar results for both larger and
smaller numbers of bath spins and also in the case of
ferromagnetic intra-environmental coupling. We believe
that our model is a reasonably accurate representation
of an impurity in a low-temperature crystal. If such
strong intra-environmental coupling exists in nature, it
could be exploited as a platform for quantum comput-
ing. We are currently developingmethods for the study of
higher-temperature systems where environmental modes
are modeled by coupled harmonic oscillators.
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